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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A stationary front is currently noted extending from southeast Texas across the Gulf of Mexico towards southern Florida.  This 
is allowing for light to moderate southeasterly winds and slight to moderate seas.  This pattern is also supporting patchy dense
sea fog.  This front will weaken through the day today as onshore flow gradually increases into Monday.  Winds offshore Texas
and western Louisiana will become southeasterly at fresh to strong levels and southeasterly at moderate to fresh levels off to 
the east.  Seas will increase at moderate to rough heights.  Then on Monday evening, a front will push into the western Gulf.
The front will shift southerly winds to the north at moderate levels.  It will also bring the risk for showers and possibly some
thunderstorms.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The front then looks to stall over the northern Gulf on Tuesday with winds being from the north at moderate levels to the 
north of the front and southerly at moderate levels to the south of the front.  This will generate moderate seas.  A reinforcing
front looks to push into the Gulf on Wednesday and move east.  This will shift winds to the north and northeast at fresh to 
strong levels through late week thus increasing seas towards rough heights.  Going into next weekend, high pressure will shift 
east allowing for increasing onshore flow.  Another front is expected on Sunday, but doesn’t look to be that strong at this 
time.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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